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Background:

The Biocidal Products Regulation (EU) 

528/2012 – “BPR“

 Broad scope - covers the use of biocidal active substances, biocidal products and 

treated articles containing biocidal products 
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What is a Treated Articles within BPR?

 Treated Article

 Any substance, mixture or article, which has been treated

with, or intentionally incorporates one or more Biocidal

Products

 A Treated Article that has a primary biocidal function is a 

Biocidal Product
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Why is it now becoming relevant?

 Treated articles introduced in the Biocidal Products 

Regulation in Article 58 

 not covered by the Biocidal Products Directive

 BPR introduced Transitional Arrangements to transfer from 

BPD to BPR

 Deadline of sale of non-covered treated articles – 1st March 

2017

 If no dossier for new uses was submitted

 Check ECHA list of substances that can be used
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Legal text
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„Treated Article“ mentioned = 61 times



Regulation of Treated Articles

 The requirements for Treated Articles are laid down in Article 58 of the 

BPR

 All active substances need to be approved for that purpose

 Certain labelling requirements

 Composition information – naming the biocide

 Provide information to the public within 45 days

 Any new labelling requirements come into force on the date of the 

approval of the active substance
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When is your product a treated article?

 How far back do I need to have the information?

 Depends on your position in the supply chain!

 The point at which the biocidal product was intentionally used

to treat your article is where the information needs to start

 With reference to the Treated Article definiton: Art 3 (l)
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Treated Articles and BPR

 Treated Article

 Any substance, mixture or article, which has been treated

with, or intentionally incorporates one or more Biocidal

Products

 A Treated Article that has a primary biocidal function is a 

Biocidal Product
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Examples of Treated Articles with 

Biocidal Properties 

 Intentional Incorporation of Biocidal Products:

 Detergent containing an in-can preservative

 Paint containing an in-can or a dry film preservative

 Building products containing preservatives

 Timber treated with an insecticide

 PVC window frame preserved with a fungicide

 Textile with an anti-odour claim

 Any type of preserved functional fluids, …
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Examples of Treated Articles with 

Biocidal Function 

 Intentional treatment with Biocidal Products:

 Computer keyboard to prevent bacterial growth 

on the surface

 Hospital bedside cabinet to kill germs on contact

 Door handles to prevent cross-infection

 Anti-microbial paints, bactericidal paints, ...
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Labelling of Treated Articles - Article 58(3)
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What does this mean for the biocidal

product users?

 Manufacturers and Importers of treated articles are required

to label when:

 a. A claim is made that the treated article has biocidal

properties

i.e. “preserved with active substance X“

 b. The conditions of the approval of the active substance

used to treat the article require specific labelling provisions

to protect public health or the environment
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Treated Articles – labelling requirements

(condition b.)
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Examples of labelling (condition a.)

 “Non-Odour cleaning sponge“

 Sponge is treated with preservative „“X“ to prevent spoilage by odour

causing molds

 Claim made: mold resistance sponge

 No primary biocidal function = Treated Article

 Relevant Treated Article labelling

 Art 58 (3) (a), (b), (c) – contains preservative (X)

 Art 58 (3) (e) – and any other relevant instructions for use, including

any precautions to be taken due to the biocidal product used
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Examples of non-labelling

 Washing-up Liquid containing an in-can preservative

 Product contains preservative to prevent spoilage in storage

 No primary biocidal function = Treated Article

 No biocidal claims or claims on the biocidal property

 Relevant Treated Article labelling

 No claims made – no labelling required

 Unless it is required by the conditions of the active substance

approval
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At what concentration do I need to label a 

Treated Article?
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 Relevant for Biocidal Products

 Active Substance conc < EUH 208 limits = no labelling

 Active Substance conc > EUH 208 limits = EUH 208 

labelling

 Relevant for Treated Articles

 Active Substance conc < EUH 208 limits = Treated Article

labelling – ie. ‚preserved with X‘

 Active Substance conc > EUH 208 limits = EUH 208 

labelling



Manufacturers Obligations

 Any active substance used to treat the article, or being  incorporated in it, 

must be approved, or Article 95* listed on or before 1 September 2016

 Articles not complying must be removed by 1 March 2017

 Labelling of the article - if required

 Obligations cover imported Treated Articles: which must contain an Article 

95 active substance listed for the specific use 

 from any source, no biocidal product obligation, can be a ‘new’ or 

‘existing’ active substance

 An active substance listed in Article 95 as a new active substance, cannot 

be marketed in the EU in a Biocidal Product until reviewed

 Not be used in the manufacture of treated articles in the EU
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Who do the requirements apply to?
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A.S. supplier must be

Art. 95 Listed

Active Substance Biocidal Product Treated Article Manufacturer

BP authorisation needed

For country and use

Within Europe

Active Substance Biocidal Product

Treated Article Manufacturer

A.S. supplier must NOT

be Art. 95 Listed

BP authorisation NOT needed

For country and use

Outside Europe

List of allowable substances for Treated Articles: 

https://echa.europa.eu/documents/10162/17158507/treated_art94_en.pdf/c0427245-f912-84aa-978a-817ff6bc95db

https://echa.europa.eu/documents/10162/17158507/treated_art94_en.pdf/c0427245-f912-84aa-978a-817ff6bc95db


Provisions for Treated Articles in Active

Substance Approval Decisions:

When do they apply?
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1 If using more than one Active Substance then the date of approval of the last Active Substance counts as the deadline for BP submission

BPC meeting +6-8 months

+18 months

Decision on 

Approval of Active

Substance at 

BPC*

Publication of

Decision in OJ** 

Entry into

Union List, 

submission

dates for products1

+3 years

Approval of biocidal

Products1

Overview of Active Substance Approval Process

*BPC = Biocidal Products Committee; **OJ = Official Journal of the European Union

Application date of Treated

Articles Provisions



On-going discussions – still to be

resolved

 The Guidance still leaves major gaps for interpretation and case-by-case 

assessment, challenging for both regulators and article suppliers alike

 Last version, December 2014 (CA-Sept13 –Doc5.1.e (Rev 1, Dec 

2014)

 Non-harmonised global trading rules for Treated Articles adds to 

complexity

 Efficacy testing guidelines need to be agreed

 Retrospective development of efficacy data for all potential uses during 

active substance reviews is not practical for many PT’s, and places a 

disproportionate burden on EU industry

 Communication and clarity of requirements in supply chain
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Conclusions

 The BPR is a regulation for a minor market sector with very big ambitions

 The decisions that are made for substances under the BPR are likely to 

impact most industry sectors

 Requirements for Treated Articles are increasing

 What has been common practice in the past is likely to change

 For approved active substances – keep an eye on the decisions and 

treated article labelling requirements

 Check your active substance has been notified for your treated article use

 Good luck!
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Thank you for your attention!
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Supporting Information
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Where to find the information:

 ECHA homepage:

 http://echa.europa.eu/regulations/biocidal-products-regulation

 Article 95 Suppliers list and compliance

 http://echa.europa.eu/information-on-chemicals/active-substance-

suppliers

 Current Status AS approvals

 http://echa.europa.eu/web/guest/information-on-chemicals/biocidal-active-

substances

 List of allowable substances for Treated Articles: 

 https://echa.europa.eu/documents/10162/17158507/treated_art94_en.pdf/

c0427245-f912-84aa-978a-817ff6bc95db
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DISCLAIMER

This document, or any answers or information provided herein by BASF, does not constitute a legally binding obligation 

of BASF. While the descriptions, designs, data and information contained herein are presented in good faith and 

believed to be accurate, they are provided for your guidance only. Because many factors may affect processing or 

application/use, we recommend that you make tests to determine the suitability of a product for your particular purpose 

prior to use. It does not relieve our customers of the obligation to perform a full inspection of the products upon delivery 

or any other obligation. The claims and supporting data provided in this publication have not been evaluated for 

compliance with any jurisdiction’s regulatory requirements and the results reported may not be generally true under 

other conditions or in other matrices. Users must evaluate what claims and information are appropriate and comply 

with a jurisdiction’s regulatory requirements. NO WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, 

INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE MADE 

REGARDING PRODUCTS DESCRIBED OR DESIGNS, DATA OR INFORMATION SET FORTH, OR THAT THE 

PRODUCTS, DESIGNS, DATA, OR INFORMATION MAY BE USED WITHOUT INFRINGING THE INTELLECTUAL 

PROPERTY RIGHTS OF OTHERS. IN NO CASE SHALL THE DESCRIPTIONS, INFORMATION, DATA, OR 

DESIGNS PROVIDED BE CONSIDERED A PART OF OUR TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE.

Use biocides safely. Always read the label and product information before use.

® = Registered Trademark of BASF in many countries
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